Review: The Molecular Basis of Resistance in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*
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**ABSTRACT**

Tuberculosis is a serious global public health problem and its high prevalence is strongly associated with the increase of drug resistance. This steady increase in the frequency of *M. tuberculosis* strains resistant to one or more agents commonly used to treat tuberculosis has drawn worldwide attention to understanding the molecular basis of resistance in *M. tuberculosis*. TB resistance is a great concern in the antibiotic resistance pandemic due to the high risk of death, as patients can remain infected for months or years and also because of the difficulty of the treatment. A molecular understanding of the series of events that render *M. tuberculosis* multi-drug resistant is very important in order to find a fast and appropriated diagnosis as well as a new target for new drugs.
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1. Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) still persists as a major cause of morbidity and mortality, affecting almost a third of the world’s population, remaining one of the biggest public health problems in the 21st century. Although TB is a curable disease, some factors have been identified as reasons for a mounting global TB burden, such as inadequate detection, cure rates, and Aids, resulting in individuals more susceptible to development of TB [1,2]. A steady increase in the frequency of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* strains resistant to one or more agents commonly used to treat TB including isoniazid (INH), rifampin (RMP), streptomycin (STR), ethambutol (EMB), or pyrazinamide (PZA), components of the first-line multidrug therapy, is also of concern [3].

Chemotherapy for TB consists in a two-stage process, including three or more drugs, beginning with an initial stage of bacterial eradication, followed by a second stage devoted to elimination of more resistant or latent organisms. The necessity of using a combined therapy may be explained by the historical reports of treatment using a single drug resulting in the selection of resistant strains and treatment failure [4]. Additionally, in a mycobacterial population, there are different populations of bacilli, and each can present a different susceptibility profile for anti-TB drugs [5].

Mobile genetics elements such as plasmids and transposons, which are known to mediate drug resistance in various bacterial species, do not do so in *M. tuberculosis* [6]. In a population of *M. tuberculosis*, resistance to anti-TB drugs is due to spontaneous chromosomal mutations that occur at a relatively low frequency, $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-8}$ mycobacterial replications. Individual nucleotide changes (point mutations) confer resistance to single drugs, and the sequential accumulation of these mutations in different genes involved results in multi-drug resistance (MDR-TB) [7,8].

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), in order to be considered MDR-TB, the *M. tuberculosis* strain should be resistant to at least RMP and INH [9]. Treating TB in these patients is difficult, as they carry strains resistant to the two most efficient anti-TB drugs. These strains require treatment with second-line drugs that have limited treatment efficacy with more toxicity [3]. Additionally, in the last two decades, with the misuse of other drugs with anti-TB action, in particular the fluoroquinolones (FQs), the most effective among the second-line injectable anti-TB drugs (XDR-TB defined as MDR-TB with additional bacillary resistance to FQs and at least one second-line injectable drug) [9].

Clinically significant drug resistance in TB may develop during anti-TB treatment (acquired resistance). Anti-TB drugs impose selection pressure in a population of *M. tuberculosis* in which resistant mutants gradually outnumber susceptible bacilli and emerge as the dominant
strains. Several factors contribute to this selection pressure, such as: monotherapy due to irregular drug supply, inappropriate doctor prescription and, most importantly, poor patient adherence to treatment [6]. Once resistant bacillary strains emerge during treatment, these could be transmitted in a community. Those who are infected with drug-resistant strains may develop drug-resistant TB prior to treatment (primary resistance) [9,10].

MDR-TB is a great concern in the antibiotic resistance pandemic due to the high risk of death, because patients can remain infected for months or years, and due to the high risk of contracting XDR-TB [3,11]. The Anti-tuberculosis Drug Resistance Surveillance Global Project published by the WHO and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease [9], reviewing the global status of TB, have pointed to an increasing incidence of drug-resistance TB in several countries in the world. The report includes data of 90.726 patients from 83 countries and the median prevalence of MDR-TB in new cases was 1.6% (interquartile range 0.6 - 3.9), ranging from 0%, in eight countries with low TB prevalence, to 19.4% in Moldova and 22.3% in Baku, Azerbaijan. The median of MDR-TB among the patients previously treated was 11.7% (interquartile range 4.9 - 20.9) and the highest proportion of MDR-TB was 60% in Tashkent, Uzbekistan [9,12]. For TB control, monitoring the emergence of drug resistant strains and their early detection is essential for appropriate treatment to prevent the development of further resistance and the spread of resistant strains [1]. Data of XDR-TB were rather incomplete, as 37 countries/territories only (mainly low-prevalence ones) reported representative data on XDR-TB in the period 2002-2007. In total, data was available in3818 MDR-TB cases, of which 304 (8.0%) were XDR-TB [12].

Anti-TB drug resistance, particularly multiresistance, has been a subject of concern worldwide and is the result of the several factors related to programs for the TB control, such as treatment regimen and patient adherence, study population, area endemicity, M. tuberculosis strain and others. Consequently, more than 450,000 MDR-TB cases are estimated to occur globally each year [13] and a global surveillance of M. tuberculosis drug resistance has been proposed to guide appropriate treatment policies [14]. In the last years, studies have shown that certain emerging M. tuberculosis strains, like Beijing/W and Haarlem strain families, induce more severe forms of TB, manifest higher failure/relapse than others, and are strongly associated with drug resistance [15-17]. The present occurrences of these strains in developed countries emphasize TB burden even in countries with good TB control programs, and broaden the horizon for the elimination of this disease.

This steady increase in the frequency of M. tuberculosis strains resistant to one or more agents used in treatment and the difficulty of their diagnosis prompted us to review the genetic basis of resistance against main drugs utilized in TB treatment. Firstly, because in order to control the drug resistance epidemic it is necessary to gain insight into how M. tuberculosis develops drug resistance. Secondly, because this knowledge will help us to understand how to prevent the occurrence of drug resistance and formulation of rapid and unambiguous strategies for detection of resistant strains, which is currently a slow and tedious process.

2. Isoniazid (INH)

INH, isonicotinic acid hydrazide, is a pro-drug that must be metabolized into isonicotinic acid by mycobacterial catalase-peroxidase hemoprotein (katG), encoded by the katG gene. The mode of action of INH has been the subject of intensive studies, but it is known to generate a range of highly reactive compounds, including reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as superoxide, peroxide and hydroxyl radical [18], nitric oxide [19], reactive organic species such as isonicotinic-acyl radical or anion [20], and certain electrophilic species [21], which then attack multiple targets in M. tuberculosis. This attack results in pleiotropic effects like the inhibition of protein and nucleic acid synthesis [3,22]. Additionally, INH inhibits InhA, a nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)-specific enoyl-acyl carries protein (ACP) reductase involved in fatty acid synthesis, resulting in loss of acid-fastness, probably as a result of the inhibition of the synthesis of mycolic acids, the long-chained found in the cell wall [23, 24]. However, despite this progress regarding understanding the action of INH, the exact mechanism (s) against M. tuberculosis remains to be fully delineated, as multiple target-gets and pathways have been considered [19].

INH is the most used first-line anti-TB drug, and has been the cornerstone of all affective regimes for the treatments of TB disease and latent infection. M. tuberculosis is highly susceptible to INH (minimum inhibitory concentration [MIC] 0.02 - 0.2 μg/ml), having the strongest early bactericidal activity against growing tubercle bacilli, but is not active against non-replicating bacilli or under anaerobic conditions [6]. The isonicotinic acid hydrazide is most capable in preventing the emergence of bacillary resistance to companion drugs, but is usually the first drug that becomes resistant when a 6-month RMP-containing short-course regimen is applied [25].

INH resistance is the most common form of anti-TB drug resistance encountered, whether in isolation or in combination with other drugs [9]. There are still many unexplained points concerning the action of INH on M. tuberculosis. Although there are still about 10% to 25% of INH-resistant strains in which neither of the known genes are affected by genetic modifications, it is known the most part of INH resistance is controlled by a complex genetic
system that involves genes such as \textit{katG}, \textit{inhA}, \textit{ahpC}, \textit{kasA}, and \textit{ndh} \cite{3,26}. However, mutations in at least 16 other genes have been reported to be associated with INH resistance in clinical isolates \cite{27}.

Between 40\% and 95\% of INH resistant clinical isolates result from blocking pro-drug activation through deletions or frame-shifts in \textit{katG} gene that diminished or altered mycobacterial catalase-peroxidase activity, resulting in high levels of INH resistance \cite{14,28,29,30}. Most mutations are found in region comprising codons 138 and 328, with the most commonly observed gene alteration (75\% to 90\% frequency) being at codon 315 of the \textit{katG} gene \cite{30}. The substitution of a single nucleotide at position 315 of \textit{katG} (S315T), vary from 53\% to 96\% of INH resistant isolates. Beijing families isolated from several countries usually carry a higher percentage of the \textit{katG} S315T shift, compared to non-Beijing family isolates \cite{15,31-33}. These mutations may be favored because mutations at this location appear to decrease INH activation without abolishing catalase-peroxidase activity and, therefore, without diminishing the virulence or transmissibility of \textit{M. tuberculosis} strains \cite{17}. The region of the genome within which \textit{katG} lies appears to be relatively unstable and therefore susceptible to aforementioned alterations, possibly because of the presence of repetitive DNA sequences. This instability may contribute to the relatively high rates of generation of INH-resistant mutants, typically quoted as about 1 in 10\textsuperscript{5} - 10\textsuperscript{6} organisms during in vitro selection \cite{28}.

Although the S315T mutation is the most common, genetic modification at the active site of bacterial catalase-peroxidase enzymes as well as the heme cofactor binding site have resulted in an important effect on enzymatic function and thus isoniazid resistance \cite{34}. Mutations at codons V33Stop, D65E, D94A, G99E, H108E, N138S/H, S140A/N, D142A, L150A, S160L, A172T, T180C, V200Stop, F252L, T262R, P275T, Q294Stop, W299G, W328G, I335T, A350S, in \textit{katG} gene have been also associated with high level of INH resistance \cite{35}.

\textit{M. tuberculosis} may compensate for \textit{katG} mutations by overexpressing the \textit{ahpC} gene, that encodes alkyl-hydroperoxide reductase, protein involved in cellular regulation of oxidative stress capable of detoxifying damaging organic peroxides \cite{17,36}. Five different nucleotide alterations have been identified in the promoter region of \textit{ahpC} which lead to overexpression of this protein in INH resistant isolates: −48(G→A), −51(G→A), −54(C→T), −74(G→A) and −81(C→T) \cite{37}. Additionally, mutations within the oxyR-\textit{ahpC} intergenic region that result in increased expression of alkyl hydroperoxide reductase are also considered to compensate for peroxide sensitivity due to loss of \textit{katG} function found in clinical resistant strains \cite{38,39}. Nevertheless, the correlation between polymorphic sites in the oxyR-\textit{ahpC} region with INH resistance in \textit{M. tuberculosis} requires further examination.

INH resistance may still be developed through alterations or overexpression of the INH drug target InhA that is encoded in an operon formed by \textit{inhA} and \textit{mabA} genes. The \textit{inhA} (ORF) gene encode an enoyl acyl carrier protein reductase which plays a role in the synthesis of mycolic acids, and it seems that a toxic derivative of INH inhibits directly the InhA protein binding to the InhA-NADH complex to form a ternary complex that results in inhibition of mycolic acid biosynthesis \cite{40}. Six point mutations associated with INH resistance within the structural \textit{inhA} gene have been identified (I16T, I21T, I21V, I47T, V78A and I95P), although these mutations in the structural \textit{inhA} gene are associated with INH resistance, it is known that just about 0\% to 5\% of INH \textit{M. tuberculosis} clinical isolates have mutations at the ORF region \cite{39,41}. \textit{InhA} promoter mutations are more frequently seen, about 8\% to 20\%, and are present at positions −24(G→T), −16(A→G), or −8(T-G/A) and −15(C-T) \cite{41}. This \textit{inhA} promoter gene region regulates the expression of the enoyl acyl carrier protein reductase and those mutations may increase the level of protein expression \cite{17,30,41,42}. The overexpression of \textit{inhA}, due to mutations in the \textit{inhA} promoter region, leads to low level INH resistance and is accompanied by cross-resistance to the second-line anti-TB drug ethionamide (ETH) which has structural similarity to that of isoniazid \cite{43}.

Recently two other genes also involved in INH resistance, \textit{kasA} and \textit{ndh}, were found, but with less frequency. The first encodes a \textit{β}-ketoacyl-ACP synthase (KasA) protein involved in the synthesis of meromycolic acids \cite{44} and its overexpression leads to resistance to INH at a MIC of 0.1 µg/ml \cite{45}. Genotypic analysis of the \textit{kasA} gene revealed 4 different amino acid substitutions involving codon 66 (GAT→AAT), codon 121 (AGG→AAG), codon 269 (GGT→AGT), codon 312 (GGC→AGC), codon 387 (GGC→GAG) and codon 413 (TTC→TTA) \cite{44,46}. Although similar mutations were also found in INH susceptible isolates \cite{47}, the possibility of \textit{kasA} constituting an additional resistance mechanism should not be excluded \cite{41}.

Mutations in \textit{ndh}, a gene encoding a NADH dehydrogenase that is bound to the active site of \textit{inhA} to form the ternary complex with activated INH \cite{48}, were recently found to confer resistance to INH and ETH in \textit{M. bovis}. The \textit{ndh} mutants had altered NADH/NAD ratios, causing defects in the enzymatic activity. Thus, defects in the oxidation of NADH to NAD results in NADH accumulation and NAD depletion \cite{48}, which appears to protect them from INH-mediated toxicity, since these high levels of NADH can then inhibit the binding of the INH-NAD adduct to the active site of the InhA enzyme \cite{30,48,49}. About 9.5\% of INH resistant samples showed point mutations in the \textit{ndh} gene at codons 110 and 168 and
these mutations were not detectable in the INH susceptible group [48].

Studies of mutations associated with INH resistance have been limited because of the variety of genes involved; the number of isolates evaluated; and absence of correlation with in vitro INH levels determined by minimal inhibitory concentration. Dalla Costa and colleagues [17] characterized mutations in katG, ahpC and inhA (ORF and regulatory regions) gene loci from 224 INH resistant M. tuberculosis isolates in countries in South America. Among these, the katG gene was the most frequently mutated (80.8%; 181/224). The mutation in codon 315 of the katG gene was present in 178 isolates, comparable to the previously reported rate for patients diagnosed in Kuwait, Brazil and The Netherlands (65% and 55%, respectively), but lower than described in Russia [32,50-52]. Mutations in inhA regulatory region were the second most frequent (9.8%), following by ahpC gene (8.9%), and inhA ORF region (1.3%).

3. Rifampin (RMP)

RNA polymerase (RNAP) is a crucial enzyme in the transcriptional process and is the final target for regulatory pathways controlling gene expression in all living organisms. In bacteria, RNAP is responsible for synthesizing mRNA, rRNA and tRNA [53]. The 400 KDa RNAP core enzyme consists of five different subunits, including an α-dimer (α2), β subunit, β′ subunit and ω subunit. These subunits are converted to a holoenzyme following the binding of one σ subunit, which initiates transcription from promoters [54]. The genes encoding subunits α, β, β′, ω and σ have been designated rpoA, rpoB, rpoC, rpoZ and rpoD, respectively [54,55].

RMP was introduced for use in anti-tuberculosis therapy in the early 1970s and is a very important first line drug treatment of TB. RMP is bactericidal because inhibits the essential rpoB gene product β-subunit of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity of bacterial but not of mammalian origin, acting early in transcription. It is thought to bind to the β subunit, close to the RNA/DNA channel, and physically blocks the elongation of the growing RNA chain after 2 - 3 nucleotides have been added. In M. tuberculosis the bactericidal action has been identified from generating of apoptosis via activation of the "suicide gene module" mazEF [56].

RMP is one of the most potent anti-tuberculosis drugs. More than 90% of RMP-resistant TB-causing isolates are also resistant to INH, and RMP resistance is therefore a valuable surrogate marker for MDR-TB [39]. RMP is bactericidal for M. tuberculosis, and is active against both growing and stationary phase bacilli with low metabolic activity, with MICs ranging from 0.05 to 1 μg/ml on solid or liquid media, but the MICs is higher in egg media (MIC = 2.5 - 10 μg/ml). Strains with MICs< 1 μg/ml in liquid or agar medium or MICs< 40 μg/ml in Lowenstein-Jensen (LJ) medium are considered RMP-susceptible [57].

Resistance to RMP occurs at a low frequency, 10^-7 to 10^-8. Because of this, RMP monoresistance in M. tuberculosis is rare, except perhaps in HIV-infected patients [58]. Extensive studies on the rpoB gene in RMP resistant isolates of M. tuberculosis identified a variety of mutations and short deletions in the gene. Since 1993, when Telenti and colleagues [59] cloned and sequenced the core region of the M. tuberculosis rpoB gene, a large number of mutations have been reported from strains isolated in many countries worldwide [60-64]. As in other bacteria, mutations in a small defined hot-spot region of the 81 base pair (bp) of the rpoB gene (codons 432 to 458 in M. tuberculosis and 507 to 533 in Escherichia coli, named cluster I), termed the rifampicin-resistance determining region (RRDR), are found in about 94% - 98% of RMP-resistant M. tuberculosis isolates [3,65]. About 69 single nucleotide changes; 3 insertions, 16 deletions and 38 multiple nucleotide changes have been reported in this region [66]. However, Herrera et al. [66] and other authors [60,61,63] have detected mutations, associated with RMP resistance, outside the 81-bp-core region, such as at the codons 481, 490, 498, 505, 534, 535, 553, 561, 571, 572, 633, and 672, although less frequently.

Both clinical and laboratory derived mutants are seen around amino acids 513-531, generally resulting in high level resistance (MIC<32 μg/ml) [56,67,68]. Mutations at positions 531, 526 and 516 are among the most frequent mutations in RMP-resistant strains [68]. Siddiqi and colleagues [69], analyzed 93 RMP-resistant isolates from India, of these, 28 had missense mutation S531L and 8 had the substitution S531W. The next most common mutations among those isolates were the amino acid substitutions D516V or D516G (20 isolates) and H526Y, among those isolates were the amino acid substitutions H526L, or H526R (19 isolates). In this study, the amino acids 526 to 531 appear to be very important in drug target interactions, and mutations in them result in MICs in the range of 64 μg/ml and above.

However, the frequency and nature of mutations in the rpoB gene among RMP-resistant M. tuberculosis strains vary considerably according to the geographical location or the ethnic populations [70-72]. Kapur and colleagues [73], examined US strains collection and found strains with a CAC→TAC codon 526 change (H→Y) accounted for about 30%, while organisms with this mutation represented only 12% of the samples from nine countries studied by Telenti et al. [67]. In addition, mutations in codon 533 have been reported for RMP-resistant and RMP-susceptible strains by Taniguchi et al. [74]. However, in studies conducted with isolates from same regions in Brazil and France, this mutation was strongly involved with RMP resistance [75].
4. Pyrazinamide (PZA)

PZA is an important first-line drug used along with INH and RMP and plays an essential role in TB treatment because it kills a population of latent bacilli in acidic pH environment in lesions which is not killed by other drugs [57]. PZA has high sterilizing activity in vivo [76], but no activity against tubercle bacilli at normal culture conditions near neutral pH, since PZA is only active against *M. tuberculosis* at acid pH (e.g. 5.5) [6]. Even at acid pH, PZA activity is quite poor, with MICs in the range of 6.25 - 50 μg/ml. PZA activity is enhanced under low oxygen or anaerobic conditions [77] and by agents that compromise the energy status, such as weak acids [78], and energy inhibitors such as DCCD (dicyclohexylcarbodiimide), azide and rotenone [76].

The mechanism of action of PZA is poorly understood. It is known that PZA is a pro-drug that enters the organism through passive diffusion and requires conversion to its active form, pyrazinoic acid (POA), by the pyrazinamidase/nicotinamidase enzyme encoded by *pncA* gene of *M. tuberculosis* [79]. PZA-susceptible *M. tuberculosis* isolates possess a pyrazinamide (PZAs) enzyme that is constitutively expressed and hydrolyzes PZA to POA, which is the lethal molecule inhibiting various functions at acid pH in *M. tuberculosis* [80]. The POA produced intracellularly reaches the cell surfaces through passive diffusion and a defective efflux. The accumulation of POA and protonated POA lowers the intracellular pH to a suboptimal level that may inactivate many pathways, including fatty acid synthase and membrane transport function [82]. The protonated POA brings protons into cell and could eventually cause cytoplasmic acidification and de-energize the membrane by collapsing the proton motive force, which affects membrane transport [76]. The target of PZA is related to membrane energy metabolism, although it is widely accepted that POA may not have a specific target, but rather that cellular acidification causes inhibition of major processes [82].

PZA-resistant *M. tuberculosis* strains lack PZAs activity and mutations in the *pncA* gene is known to be associated with this resistance [83-85]. Several authors have reported that 72% to 95% of PZA-resistant clinical isolates of *M. tuberculosis* carried *pncA* mutations and these mutations are unusually located spread throughout the gene, although there are three areas of clustered mutations around amino acids 3 - 71, 61 - 85 and 132 - 142 [82,86]. Studies have reported that the alignment of the amino acid sequences of PZAs from various species reveals that this region contains highly conserved residues, supporting the idea that this region should be structurally and/or catalytically important for the PZAs activity [87,88]. A small number of PZA mutations occur outside the *pncA* gene but these have not been characterized [86].

5. Ethambutol (EMB)

EMB [(+)-2,2’-(ethylenedimino)di-1-butanol] is one of the primary drugs used in combination with INH, RMP and PZA to prevent the emergence of drug resistance. EMB is a bacteriostatic agent that is active for growing bacilli and has no effect on non-replicating bacilli [89]. Although several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the mechanism of action of EMB, most studies have implicated a detrimental alteration of the mycobacterial cell wall structure [90] through inhibiting the polymerization of cell wall arabinan of arabinogalactan and of lipoarabinomannan, and induces the accumulation of D-arabinofuranosyl-P-decaprenol, an intermediate in arabinan biosynthesis [84,90]. Arabinosyl transferase, encoded by *embB*, an enzyme involved in the synthesis of arabinogalactan, has been proposed as the target of EMB in *M. tuberculosis* and *M. avium* [91]. In *M. tuberculosis*, *embB* is organized into a 10-kb operon with *embC* and *embA* genes named *embCAB* [92]. Mutations in *embCAB* operon, in particular *embB*, are responsible for EMB resistance. Mutations at *embCAB* resulted in MICs of 7.5 - 50 μg/ml and mutations at codon 306 in *embB* is one of the most common (>68%) in *M. tuberculosis*, making it the ethambutol resistance determining region (ERDR) [93], in particular M306, which is often replaced by isoleucine, leucine or valine [94,95]. However, about 35% of EMB-resistant strains do not have *embB* mutations [96], suggesting that there may be other mechanisms of EMB resistance.

Studies conducted by Sreevatsan and colleagues [90] comparing EMB-resistant versus EMB susceptible *M. tuberculosis* strains showed there is restricted variation in *embCAB* in natural populations of *M. tuberculosis* recovered from diverse geographic sources and there is a unique and common association of EmbB amino acid residue 306 substitutions in EMB resistance. They found five distinct mutant codons resulting in three different amino acid replacements at EmbB position 306 of EMB-resistant organisms and concluded that these mutants have arisen by positive Darwinian selection in the course of drug therapy.

6. Streptomycin (STR)

STR is an aminocyclitol glycoside utilized as alternative first line anti-TB drug recommended by the WHO [9]. The effect of STR has been demonstrated to take place at the ribosomal level, having activity against a variety of bacterial species [67]. The STR binds to the 30S subunit of bacterial ribosome interacting with the 16S rRNA and S12 ribosomal protein (*rrs* and *rpsL* genes, respectively) [97], inducing ribosomal changes, which cause misreading of the mRNA and inhibition of protein synthesis [98]. STR kills actively growing tubercle bacilli with MICs of 2
STR is the least toxic of the aminoglycosides utilized for TB, but resistance development is unacceptably rapid [100]. M. tuberculosis becomes resistant when targets of STR in the ribosomes are mutated. Point mutations in STR resistant isolates have been reported to both rpsL and rrs genes, and these are the major mechanisms of STR resistance, accounting for 65% - 67% of STR-resistant strains [39,101,102]. The most frequently observed mutations in rpsL gene are at codon 43 (AAG→AGG/ACG; K→R/T) and at codon 88 (AAG→AGG/CAG; K→R/Q), being reported in 50% of STR-resistant strains [102]. M. tuberculosis has only a single copy of the rrs gene, which encode the 16S rRNA. Thus, the loop of 16S rRNA that interact with S12 protein constitute an easily selected mutation site [84,101]. The 530 loop region is part of the aminoacyl-tRNA binding site and is involved in the decoding process. Mutations are clustered in this region as well as in the adjacent 915 region [103]. About 20% of STR resistant has a C→T transition at positions 491, 512 and 516, and a A→C/T transition at positions 513 in this highly conserved 530 loop [39,103].

MIC analysis of STR resistant isolates indicate that amino acid replacements in the rpsL genes correlate with a high level of resistance, whereas mutations in the rrs gene correlate with an intermediate level [104] and altered cell permeability or mutations which lie outside of this genes have been related with low level of STR resistance [41].

7. Second Line Drugs

RMP, EMB and PZA—containing short-course chemotherapy remains efficacious in the treatment of INH resistant strains, but its efficacy becomes substantially compromised in the treatment of MDR-TB, denoted by bacillary resistance to at least both INH and RMP. However, MDR-TB is not incurable. According to the WHO, for those strains that are MDR-TB, second line drugs must be used, such as: aminoglycosides (kanamycin and amikacin), polypeptides (capreomycin, viomycin and enmiomycin), fluoroquinolones (FQs-ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin, and gatifloxacin), D-cycloserine and thionamides (ethionamide and prothionamide). Unfortunately, these second-line drugs are inherently more toxic and less effective than first-line drugs [9] and in March 2006, a report jointly published by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the WHO described a severe form of disease, XDR-TB (extensively drug resistance TB) [105], presently defined as MDR-TB, with additional bacillary resistance to any FQs and at least one of second-line injectable drugs [106]. The phenotypic methods to detect resistance to second line drugs are less well established and the molecular mechanisms of resistance are also less defined [41].

Levoflaxacin (LVF) and ofloxacin (OFL) are the two FQs used as second-line drugs in MDR-TB treatment [9]. FQs inhibits DNA gyrase (topoisomerase II) and topoisomerase IV, two essential enzymes responsible for maintaining chromosomes in an appropriated topological state, resulting in microbial death [107]. DNA gyrase is a tetrameric A2B2 protein. The A subunit carries the breakage-reunion active site, whereas the B subunit promotes adenosine triphosphate hydrolysis. M. tuberculosis has gyrA and gyrB encoding the A and B subunits, respectively, which has conserved region, the quinolone-resistance-determining region (QRDR) with 320 bp and 375 bp respectively. These are points of interaction of FQ and gyrase [108], and mutations in gyrA are associated with high-level resistance while gyrB mutations have been just identified in laboratory mutants of M. tuberculosis [84]. However, the percentage of FQs resistants M. tuberculosis clinical isolates with detectable gyr mutations may vary from 2% to 100% among different studies [109-112]. This variance can be explained by the differences in the extension of coverage of the genome [108]; the definition of MICs [111]; and maybe, others mechanisms responsible for the mycobacterial resistance to FQs, such as decrease in cell-wall permeability to drug, drug efflux pump, drug sequestration, or perhaps even drug activation [6,107]. In the last years, a new mechanism of FQs resistance related with MfpA was reported, a member of the pentapeptide repeat family of proteins from M. tuberculosis, by binding to DNA gyrase and inhibition of its activity [113]. However, this alternative mechanism related tolerer levels of resistance, unlike that due to gyr mutations [6,111].

Kanamycin (KM) and its derivative amikacin (AMK), are also aminoglycoside inhibitors of protein synthesis, like STR, through modification of ribosomal structures at the 16S rRNA and cannot be used against dormant bacillus [114]. Aminoglycosides bind to bacterial ribosomes and disturb the elongation of the peptide chain in the bacteria [115]. Ribosomal changes in the 16S rRNA lead to possible cross-resistance with STR, KM and AMK, but this is not always complete, because KM and AMK were still efficacious in vitro when resistance to STR had developed [116]. Mutations at positions 1400, 1401 and 1483 of the rrs gene (16S rRNA) are associated with resistance to KM and AMK [115].

Viomycin (VM) and capreomycin (CPM) are polypeptide antibiotics whose mode of action is not fully understood, but it is known that they inhibit prokaryotic protein synthesis and are also used as second-line anti-TB drugs. As these drugs have such potent activity against the persistent forms of TB, they may have a target or secondary target outside the ribosome [117]. The rRNA methyltransferase, encoded by tlyA gene, was shown to be involved in resistance to CPM and VM [118]. This rRNA
methyltransferase modifies nucleotide C1409 in helix 44 of 16S rRNA and nucleotide C1920 in helix 69 of 23S rRNA [119]. Additionally, mutations in the rrs gene that encodes the 16S rRNA are also associated with resistance to VM and CPM, specifically a G→T nucleotide changes at codon 1484 [120,121]. Cross-resistance can be found between KM, AMK, CPM and VM [6].

Ethionamide (ETH) is an important drug in the treatment of MDR-TB and is mechanistically and structurally analogous to INH. Like INH, ETH is also thought to be a prodrug [6]. However, ETH is activated by a katG-independent mechanism leading to the forming of an S-oxide metabolite that has considerably more activity than the parent drug. Same studies have reported that ethA (also called etaA), which codes for a flavin mono-oxygenase, is responsible for the activation of ETH [122-124]. The mode of action of the activated form of ETH is via inhibition of the inhA gene product enoyl-ACP reductase [21,42]. The activated drug disrupts cell wall biosynthesis by inhibiting mycolic acid synthesis [125]. Mutations in the promoter of the inhA and ethA genes are associated with resistance to ETH [124,125]. As the enzymes responsible for ETH activation is different from INH activation, only mutants derived from alterations of the gene inhA do show cross-resistance between INH and ETH [122].

D-cycloserine (DCS) is a cyclic analog of amino acid D-alanine, which is one of the central molecules of the cross linking step of peptidoglycan assembly [39]. DCS inhibits alanine racemase (Alr) and D-alanine: D-alanine ligase (Ddl) which synthesizes the pentapeptide core using D-alanine; both enzymes are essential in the synthesis of peptidoglycan and subsequently in cell-wall biosynthesis and maintenance [126]. Over expression of alr, specifically due to a G→T transversion in the promoter region, cause DCS resistance [39].

8. Conclusions

According to Cohen et al. [127], there are three determinants that influence the proportion of drug-resistant TB among all cases in a population-based study. First, the size of the subpopulations infected with susceptible strains and the probability of developing TB among those infected with susceptible strains. Second, the size of the subpopulation infected with drug-resistant strains and the probability of developing TB among those infected with resistant strains. Both are related to the risk of infection as well as the immunity of the infection population in containing the infection; the least determinant, strongly associated with the interaction between the bacillary population and the treatment regimen, is the emergence of drug-resistant strains during the treatment among TB patients initially infected with susceptible strains, and with the amplification of drug resistance among those initially infected with resistant strains.

A real molecular understanding of the series of events that render *M. tuberculosis* multi-drug resistant remains elusive. However, for TB control, monitoring the emergence of drug resistant strains is essential. While detection of drug resistance by phenotype is hindered by the prolonged time to identify resistant strains, genotypic prediction of drug resistance is faster [1].

It is necessary to efficiently interrupt the MDR and XDR-TB ongoing transmission through early diagnosis and effective treatment, which should be a priority target for TB control. Several options of rapid testing of anti-TB drug resistance are available, including DNA sequencing [6], solid-phase hybridization techniques [128], microscopic observation drug susceptibility assay [129], real-time PCR techniques, microarrays [130], slide DST [131], phage-based assays [132], colorimetric methods [133] and nitrate reductase assay [134]. Additionally, RMP resistance has been proposed as molecular marker for MDR-TB. Detecting RMP resistance as a screening strategy in the diagnosis of MDR-TB needs to be tested in settings with a low risk of non-MDR RMP resistance [135].

Furthermore, the diagnosis of latent TB infection specifically caused by drug-resistant strains is currently not possible. Yet, early diagnosis and exact identification of drug resistance during *M. tuberculosis* latency could have a substantial impact on TB control [135]. These and several others factors must be reviewed and analyzed to find a fast and effective means of controlling TB and the drug-resistant strains emergency. The molecular techniques may be the most promissory tools for this purpose.
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